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San Francisco’s 2016 Subway Vision
Ordinance 202-15 amended transportation code 
such that San Francisco maintain a Subway Vision
• Policy Guidance on Application of Subways
• Operator/Mode Neutral - Local and Regional 

Thinking
• List of Subway Candidate Corridors
Subway Vision will inform and be refined through 
ConnectSF Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ordinance introduced in October of 2015.2016 Subway Vision provides policy guidance on application of subways – what they do well, what are tradeoffs, how they fit into transportation ecosystemSubways take a long time to develop. A Vision will allow incremental investments to be made that fit with the future vision (or not wait to make improvements in a corridor if it is not a subway priority). 



Characteristics of Subways
Features:
- Capacity
- Speed
- Reliability

Tradeoffs:
- Delivery Timeline
- Capital Cost
- Station Spacing & Access

$$$$$
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Presentation Notes
Features:Capacity: 20-40k people per hour per directionSpeed: can operate high speed, but more important that nothing to slow it down (at-grade friction/conflicts)Reliability – grade separating transit removes conflict points with other modes on streetsTradeoffs:Can take decades to deliverCapital intensiveCost & time means subways stations can’t be everywhere



Prior Plan Review
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Presentation Notes
This isn’t the first time San Francisco and the region have thought big on rail and transportation investments. We wanted to leverage past analytical work and findings. This wasn’t a start from scratch effort.Chronological order:Four Corridors Plan (1995)Regional Rail Plan (2007)BART Sustainable Communities Operational Analysis (2012)SFTP 2040 (2013)SFMTA Rail Capacity Strategy (2016)



Outreach
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Presentation Notes
Even when relying on work from years past, we wanted to hear from San Francisco and Bay Area residents. We asked folks to design their own Subway Vision through an interactive online portal. Participants could add a single line and station to the existing system, or dream big and tell us what a comprehensive subway system for SF looks like. We complimented this online web-based activity with three in-person pop-up stations (Bayview, Excelsior, Tenderloin) to intercept folks that may not have heard about the Subway Vision or have limited access to the internet. Participants were asked to draw on a map their personal subway vision. Information on the Subway Vision was provided in multiple languages, as well as in person translators, making sure that we were able to consult with San Franciscans from communities we may not have heard from if we only waited from people to come engage with us.



Online Outreach Results
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The online interactive mapping exercise was extremely successful. Over 2600 unique submissions. Some heavy right brain thinking w/ Subways to the Farallones, Bodega Bay, and a few global subways to China, Australia, and Brazil. Submissions ranged in complexity from just a single line to comprehensive systems and stations that integrated w/ the existing subways. The most consistently drawn subway lines reflected concepts and corridors found in many of the prior plans that were reviewed. We also saw some regional themes with numerous lines to the East Bay and connecting the Millbrae and Fremont terminus’ of the BART system via San Jose, which our colleagues at BART were none too surprised to see emerge from this outreach approach.



Pop-Up Outreach Results
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The pop up booth were generally a fun, positive experience. People were happy that we came out to talk with them and nearly all were not aware of this effort. In person translation services were key, as roughly ¼ to 1/3 of respondents primary was language was not English. Very few people drew lots of lines – most people just identified a few key connectionsGeary is a major standout, also interest in Potrero, the extension of the Central Subway, and some connection between Bayshore and Balboa ParkReceived about 130 submissions and talked to many more about the effortWe see themes consistent with those from the online submissions.



Needs Assessment & Analysis
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M. Schwartz slide:Incorporating the outreach and prior plan ideas, the team then used quantitative analyses to start to bound the nearly infinite ways we could build out the network in SF. We looked at travel time/delay, potential boards, service to Transit equity strateg, integrating the existing system, etc.



Corridors for Evaluation

Cross Town – Connectors - Demand Based
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Major corridors emerged from both public input and the needs assessment. The specifics of alignments, stations, and operating plans will require significantly more study and public input, but we can identify which corridors are likely to be the most appropriate for Subway Investments. 



Major Corridor Concepts
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SF-CHAMP exploration for emergent travel patterns. Needs assessment on corridors. Combined w/ outreach & prior plan.With the key findings from the prior plan review, themes from online and in-person outreach, and supporting data, staff from SFMTA, SFCTA, and Planning held two workshops to try and piece these corridors together. Staff opted to consider different approaches to providing subway service along a few common corridors, along with a few unique corridors. Corridor a reflect lines and stations in the most NE quadrant of SF. This was an effort to pair high capacity transit w/ areas of the highest land use intensity and transit ridership. 



Major Corridor Concepts
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A slightly contrasting approach was to disperse the subway corridors a bit further with an aim to put more geography of San Francisco within ½ mile of a subway line, what staff have considered a “coverage” network. You can see a number of corridors that are similar to the previous network, but with some variation. The variations are driven by different approaches to serving current and future land use and anticipated travel patterns. The permutations here are really limitless, but staff felt each network presented reflects a possible Subway Vision for San Francisco. Additionally, while analysis was conducted at a citywide/network level, ultimately we want to identify corridors with the greatest potential for Subway investments and aren’t choosing one network or the other.



System Performance Findings

• Travel Time 
Savings

• Reliability 
Improvements

• Increased 
Ridership

• Enhanced 
Accessibility

• Low Income 
Riders Benefit
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For ~30 miles of subway lines  (nearly tripling the amount of miles we have with Muni Metro, Central Subway, and BART within SF) represented by either of the networks.Key stats:--Nearly 25k hours of travel time saved on transit vehicles--Individual routes improve travel time by up to 50%-70%--Reliability that gets closer to mirroring BART (90+%) versus Muni Metro due to closing of system--More than 80% of SF residents would be able to walk to the subway from their homes versus 44% in the baseline; more than 90% of jobs would be walkable from the subway system versus just over 60% in the baseline--Modest reduction in vehicle miles traveled, congestion, and delay--Low income riders benefit in a similar manner to the population at large. Obviously, some of the corridors tested might change the amount of the above effect if the entire network is not built out. However, this gives you a sense of what a complete network would provide. 



Evaluation Metrics

System Integration

Travel Time

Boardings

Transit Equity Strategy 
Communities



Developing the Subway Vision
• Vision
• Funding
• Land Use
• Inclusive & Thorough Outreach
• Enhanced Project Delivery
• Champions
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As we know, delivering subways is no small feat. This initial planning work and conversation about a future San Francisco with a more robust subway system needs to be paired with consistent focus and effort on other fronts as well.Cost statistics: Just over 31 new miles of subway in each network, 46-47 new stations.  Estimated  $24-46 billion ($31B estimate -30%, +50%)Current subway system (no surface track/stations): 16 miles (Muni Metro 6.3, Central Subway 1.6, BART 8.1), 20 stations (Muni Metro 9, CS 3, BART 8 – does not include Daly City)



Next Steps

• Final Subway Vision End of 2016

www.connectsf.org
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We will be back at the end of year with the Final Subway VisionAs previously mentioned, the Subway Vision isn’t a stand alone effort, but will inform and be refined under the ConnectSF program. The ConnectSF program will include opportunities for the public to provide input on their transportation values and bring together stakeholders to identify a Transportation Vision for San Francisco.This includes understanding how Subways fit into the overall transportation ecosystem and are complementary of the numerous modes of transportation available in San Francisco. Connect SF will launch with a survey about transportation values available both online and at in-person meetings in the coming weeks (will get specific date/week when this will start from Peter/Planning).

http://www.connectsf.org/


Connectsf.org

Sarah Jones
Director of Planning, SFMTA
Sarah.Jones@sfmta.com

Michael Schwartz
Senior Planner, SFCTA
Michael.Schwartz@sfcta.org
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